Addressing Aboriginal Land Rights in
Ontario: An Analysis of Past Policies and
Options for the Future-Part I

Michael Coyle"
As people who were never wnquered by £tlropean powers, the First Nations of Ontario
addressed their rigbts to the land they inhabited through treaties with the government. In
many instances, however, the Crown has not bonollred its side of the treaties. 17Jere are now
,nore than 150 aboriginal land claims outstanding in Ontario, with more being filed each
year. In this paper, which is the first part of a two-part analysis, tile autbor describes tbe
historical and legal basis of Cllrrent aboriginal land daims and the reasons tbey bave gone
unaddressed for so long. He then surveys the mrrent legal framework and explains how
Canadian legal principles provide a basis for claims against the government for breaches of
treaty rights. This backgrolmd allows the author to explain wIry so many treaty land claims
remain outstanding in Ontario. In Part II of this swdy, to appear in a later issue of tbis
journal, he will discuss the flaws in the mrrent claims processes created by the federal and
provincial governments, and will propose alternative approaches that could be used to resolve
aboriginal land disputes more effectively_
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the land claims process in
Ontario, to set out the challenges presented by that process, and to propose
alternative approaches to resolving land claims and other disputes over
First Nations land rights.
Part I of this two-part paper will begin by examining why aboriginal land
rights remain an outstanding issue 350 years after the first European
settlement in Ontario. I will consider the legal basis of aboriginal rights
relating to land, the historic approach of governments and the courts in
addressing these rights, and some of the key historical circumstances that
have prevented resolution of the issues in the past. I will review recent
Canadian court decisions, both to understand the nature of the aboriginal
rights in question and to understand why, helpful though the courts have
been in recent years in setting out the general legal principles that apply,
the courts cannot be expected to resolve the backlog of outstanding claims
in the foreseeable future.
The paper provides an overview of the number and types of outstanding
aboriginal land claims in Ontario, and discusses the distinct responsibilities
of the federal and provincial governments in relation to these claims. My
review of the current federal and provincial processes that apply to land
claims in Ontario suggests that current federal and provincial policies are
not capable of resolving the majority of claims in a timely way.
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Part II of this paper will appear in the Spring 2006 issue of the Queen's
Law Journal. It will note that the unresolved claims currently in the
Ontario negotiation process have been in the system for an average of
more than 19 years and that the Ontario claims process contains no
mechanisms, other than further discussion, for resolving disagreements
among the parties. Part II will propose alternative approaches to claims
resolution that appear to offer practical ways of improving the current
situation.

I. History
A. W1ry There Are Outstanding Land Grievances in Ontario

(i) Introduction
Put simply, Canada's Aboriginal peoples were here when Europeans came and were never
conquered. Many bands reconciled their claims with the sovereignty of the Crown through
negotiated treaties. Others, notably those in British Columbia, have yet to do so. The
potential rights embedded in these claims are protected by s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.
The honour of the Crown requires that these rights be determined, recognized and respected.!

The statement quoted above is from Haida Nation v. B. C. (Minister of
Forests), a unanimous judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada in
2004. That judgment, which will be examined later, arose in the context
of a claim in British Columbia that the provincial government had failed
in its legal obligations to consult the Haida Nation about timber cutting.
However, the Court's comments in that case refer to three important
starting points for understanding the basis of land claims in Ontario.
First, as the Court makes clear, understanding the source of aboriginal
land claims requires some appreciation of the history of aboriginalCrown relations in this province. Second, aboriginal land claims are
based in Canadian law. Third, not only is there a legal basis for land
claims arising from Canada's history, but aboriginal peoples have
continuing rights in relation to lands that are protected by the Canadian
1. Haida Nation v. B.C. (Minister of Forests), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 511 at para. 25 [Haida
Nation).
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Constitution. The starting point for this paper, therefore, will be to
describe the historical foundation of land claims in Ontario, the law
relating to historical claims and the governments' legal obligation to
respect continuing aboriginal land rights.
The words "rights," "claim" and "grievance" are central to this
discussion, and it is important to clarify how they will be used, so the
term "rights" will be used to refer to a situation where a legal obligation
is owed by one group to another. So "aboriginal land rights" will
describe situations where governments owe a duty to an aboriginal
group under Canadian law in connection with land. The term "land
claim" will be used to describe a formal allegation by an aboriginal
group that a government has dealt with its lands in a manner contrary to
Canadian law. This is the sense in which "land claim" is usually
understood in the context of government negotiation processes and in
disputes before the courts. It should be noted, however, that many
aboriginal people object to the term "land claim." For some, it implies
that their historic rights are less important than those of non-aboriginal
Canadians. Why, they ask, should aboriginal people have to make treaty
"claims" while other Canadians enjoy the benefits of the treaties in the
ordinary course, without having to seek formal recognition of their
rights? In other words, why should disagreements about the meaning of
a treaty be framed as "claims" that the aboriginal side must pursue
before the courts and before non-aboriginal governments?2 This is an
important concern that I will return to later.
In its ordinary meaning, a "grievance" is a complaint arising from a
sense that one has been wronged. The wrong in question mayor may
not have a legal basis, but any grievance that goes unaddressed may lead
to conflict. A grievance may arise from a particular dispute (in the
2. Others question why land claims should be derIDed by their foundation in EuroCanadian law, when the settlement of this country involved the coming together of peoples
governed by aboriginal laws as well as peoples governed by what has come to be Canadian
law. Does defining land daims in terms of Canadian law not risk perpetuating colonialism?
Prominent aboriginal scholars have recently focused on the risks to aboriginal groups of
permitting Canadian courtS and Canadian philosophical values to define the place of
aboriginal peoples within Canada. See e.g. John Borrows, "Domesticating Doctrines:
Aboriginal Peoples after the Royal Commission" (2001) 46 McGill L.J. 615 and Gordon
Christie, "Law Theory and Aboriginal Peoples" (2003) 2 Indigenous L.J. 67.
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context of this discussion, for example, over an alleged breach of a
treaty promise). Alternatively, it may describe a general
dissatisfaction with the way a person or group has been treated over
time. In this sense, it might be said that aboriginal people have a
"grievance" based on the fact that large numbers of settlers have come
to Canada, leaving aboriginal peoples marginalized. To avoid
confusion, for the purposes of this paper, "grievance" will be used to
refer to a specific concern by an aboriginal group that their interests
in, and relationship to, the land have not been properly respected.
Although this concern may be one that Canadian courts have yet to
recognize, it may still be critically important for non-aboriginal
governments to address such a grievance (in the interests of social
fairness, for example). Just as importantly, if a grievance does have a
basis in Canadian law, "resolving" the legal issues may be pointless if
the resolution process itself ignores or aggravates the underlying
concern.
(ii) The Historical Basis of Land and Treaty Claims
(a) Pre-Contact and Treaty Making
According to Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, there are now
151 outstanding land claims in Ontario that have been filed against
the federal government.} A further 47 claims are being litigated.
Many of these claims have been filed against the provincial
government as well, and new claims are filed each year. A glance at
the federal government's description of the claims 4 reveals that

3. See Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, "Mini Summary by Province: Specific Claims
Branch", online: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada <http://www.aincinac.gc.cal psiclm!msp_e.html > ["Mini Summary"]. The figures were accurate as of
December 31,2004. I will describe the status of claims filed against the province of Ontario
later in this paper. These do not include claims against Ontario that are before the courts.
See Ontario Native Affairs Secretariat, "Negotiations Branch Overview", online: Ontario
Secretariat for Northern Affairs-Negotiations < http://www.nativeaffairs.jus.gov.on.cal
english/ negotiate/ negotiate.htm > ["Negotiations"].
4. See Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, "Claims Status Maps by Province", online:
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada <http://www.ainc-inac.gc.calps/dm!csm_e.htrnl>
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almost all of them allege that the government has violated basic legal
norms that are taken for granted by Canadians. There are claims that
formal agreements have been breached, that First Nations' assets
were taken by fraud, that First Nations' reserve lands were taken by
government without proper payment, that specific First Nations'
lands were taken without any legal authority, and that lands were
transferred to the government for sale but were either not sold or else
were sold for less than their value. How could it come to pass that
one group within society might have so many legal claims against the
government? Why would so many of these claims still be outstanding
decades after the events in question? Understanding this requires a
review of the history of government dealings with aboriginal peoples
and their lands in Ontario.
It is estimated that some 500,000 aboriginal people inhabited what is
now Canada in the year 1000, the time of the first known contacts
with Europeans on this continent. s The largest populations seem to
have been on the Pacific Northwest coast and in what is now
southern Ontario. 6 When French traders and missionaries came to
what is now Ontario in the early 1600s, the aboriginal peoples they
encountered included the Huron, Algonquin, Ojibwe, Odawa, Cree
and Iroquois. 7 Living in organized societies-which were referred to
as "nations" by the Europeans-they had defined territories and
sophisticated trade networks. s In the case of the Huron and Iroquois,
substantial villages of longhouses had developed with up to 1,500
residents in each. 9 As in Europe, in aboriginal Canada there was a

["Claims Status Maps"] for a short description of every land claim from Ontario that has
been filed with the federal government.
5. Olive Patricia Dickason, Cana(ul's First Nations: A History oJ Founding Peoples Jrom
Earliest Times, 2d ed. (Toronto: Oxford University Press Canada, 1997) at 43. Dickason
notes that some estimates are as high as two million persons.

6. Ibid.
7. The names used are those most familiar to non-aboriginal Canadians. In their own
languages the Algonquin, Ojibwe, Mississauga and Odawa peoples refer to themselves as
Anishnaabeg; the Cree are the lninew or I1ilew; the Hurons are the Wendat; and the
Iroquois are the Haudenosaunee.
8. See e.g. Dickason, supra note 5 at 56.
9. Ibid. at 49.
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diversity of languages and cultures. Still, without exception,
aboriginal societies seemed remarkably egalitarian to the Europeans
they encountered.
Unusual too, from the European perspective, was the closeness of
the relationship between aboriginal peoples and the land. The land
was used for hunting, fishing and gathering, as well as for farming of
crops like corn, squash and beans. The spiritual connection of
aboriginal people with the land is well known. Less well known,
perhaps, is how intensely aboriginal peoples historically used the land
in what is now Ontario. According to Dickason, "by the early
seventeenth century, the Huron had about 2,833 hectares (7,000
acres) under cultivation, and it was reported of Huronia that 'it was
easier to get lost in a cornfield than in a forest."'lo The Huron,
situated on the eastern shore of Georgian Bay, traded through the
Ottawa River to the St. Lawrence. In the single year 1632, at the
height of the fur trade with the French, the Huron sent canoes to
Quebec carrying about 15,000 kilograms of pelts harvested in what is
now OntarioY Beyond farming and hunting, aboriginal people also
made intensive use of herbs and plants as medicines. Comparing
aboriginal knowledge in this area to European, the French
missionary Chrestien LeClerq wrote the following from Acadia in
the late seventeenth century: "[Amerindians] are all by nature
physicians, apothecaries, and doctors, by virtue of the knowledge and
experien!=e they have of certain herbs, which they use successfully to
cure ills that seem to us incurable." 12

10. Ibid. The original observation was made by Father Gabriel Sagard in his book The
Long Journey to the Country of the Hurons, trans. by H.H. Langton (Toronto: The
Champlain Society, 1939) at 104.
1L Dickason, supra note 5 at 102-03.
12. Chrestien Le Clercq, New Relation of Gaspesia: With the Customs and Religion of the
Gaspesian Indians, ed. and trans. by William F. Ganong (Toronto: The Champlain
Society, 1910) at 296,
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Figure 1: Major Central and Eastern Trade Routes, First Half of the
17th Century13
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The first Europeans to settle widely in what is now Ontario were the
British. When the British won control of New France in 1763, they had
no intention of risking war to gain aboriginal lands. Instead, on October
7th of that year, King George III issued a Royal Proclamation to provide
for the administration of the new British colonies. One third of the
13. Bruce G. Trigger, Children of Aataentsic, Vol. 1 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 1976) as reprinted in Olive Patricia Dickason, Canada's First Nations: A History
ofFounding Peoples from Earliest TImes (Don Mills, Ont.: Oxford University Press, 1992) at 13.
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Proclamation dealt with the protection of aboriginal lands, and the
procedures set out in it became the basis of treaty-making in what is
now Ontario. The Royal Proclamation of 1763 is now referred to in the
Canadian Constitution,14 and has been described in a Supreme Court of
Canada judgment as the "Indian Bill of Rights."15
Three aspects of the Royal Proclamation are particularly noteworthy
as they relate to aboriginal land rights:
1. The Proclamation did not purport to be an act of generosity or
tolerance toward aboriginal people. It stated that
... it is just and reasonable, and essential to our Interest and the Security of our Colonies,
that the several Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom We are connected, and who live
under our Protection, not be molested or disturbed in the Possession of such pans of Our
Dominions and Territories as, not having been ceded to or purchased by Us, are reserved
to them ... as their Hunting Grounds. 16

2. The Proclamation set aside a vast area in the interior of North
America for the aboriginal peoples who lived there, and it forbade British
subjects from settling on those lands unless they had been purchased by
the Crown.
3. The Proclamation stipulated the process by which the British Crown
would purchase lands from aboriginal peoples. It noted that in British
North America, "great Frauds and Abuses [had] been committed in
purchasing Lands of the Indians, to the great prejudice of our Interests,
and to the great dissatisfaction of the said Indians." It then set out the
procedures to be followed in Crown purchases. The relevant section
reads as follows:
14. Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Pan I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being
Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11, s. 25. Section 2S provides that
Charter rights and freedoms shall not be interpreted to derogate from "any rights or
freedoms that have been recognized by the Royal Proclamation of October 7,1763."
15. Per Hall J. in Calder v. British Columbia (Attorney Genera!), [1973] S.e.R. 313 at 395
[Calder], quoting Gwynne J. in St. Catharine's Milling & Lumber Co. v. The Queen (1888),
14 App. Cas. 46 (p.e.) [St. Catharine's Milling].
16. Royal Proclamation, 1763, R.S.e. 1985, App. II, No.1 [emphasis added].
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· .. if at any Time any of the Said Indians should be inclined to dispose of the said Lands,
the same shall be Purchased only for Us, in our Name, at some public Meeting or
Assembly of the said Indians, to be held for that Purpose ... 17

The purchase procedure set out in the Proclamation became the model
for treaty-making throughout Ontario. The rule that only the
government could purchase aboriginal lands, which is now enshrined in
the Indian Act, gave considerable economic power to the government
since First Nations were unable to negotiate with other interested
panies. On the other hand, because it required that the government
receive every transfer of an aboriginal land interest, the rule has meant
that the government can be held legally accountable where it has acted
improperly in dealing with that land interest. IS
Figure 2: Proclamation Line of 1763 19
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17. Ibid.
18. For details on how the law works, see the discussion of fiduciary dury in the next section
of this paper.
19. Carl Waldman, Atlas of the North American Indian (New York: Facts on File, 1985)
reprinted in Dickason, supra note 13 at 180.
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The Crown moved quickly to convey the terms of the Royal
Proclamation to First Nations. In 1764, on behalf of the Crown, Sir
William Johnson convened a peace conference at Niagara that was
attended by some 2000 First Nation delegates. At the conference,
Johnson (Warraghiyagey, "He Who Does Much Business") reiterated
the Proclamation's promises of land protection. In exchange, he asked
for and received assurances that the First Nations would keep the peace
and maintain relations of friendship with the British. Another
agreement provided for the use by British settlers of the portage at
Niagara in return for trade commitments. Throughout the negotiations
at Niagara, Johnson scrupulously followed aboriginal treaty protocols.
Thus, he presented the First Nation leaders with rich belts of wampum
beads, confirming the nations' alliance and respect for each other's
customs and laws. 20
The Crown's demonstration of respect for First Nations' land rights,
through the Proclamation and again at Niagara, was a reflection of the
military strength of the First Nations. Just six months before the
Proclamation was issued, First Nation warriors, upset with British
policies, had successfully taken nine of the 12 British forts in the Great
Lakes area. The British adoption of aboriginal treaty protocols at
Niagara continued a long tradition of British-aboriginal treaty-making
that dated back more than a hundred years. Using the wampum belts he
presented at Niagara, Sir William Johnson relied on the symbolism of
the traditional "Covenant Chain" that would bind firmly the British and
the First Nations together. Like any chain, it would need to be
"polished" from time to time by the nations involved, so that its bonds
would remain strong and brightY The imagery of the Covenant Chain
reflected the aboriginal view of treaties: that they established
relationships, which needed to be renewed as circumstances changed.
20. For a description of the negotiations at Fort Niagara, see John Borrows, "Wampum
at Niagara: The Royal Proclamation, Canadian Legal History and Self-Government" in
Michael Asch, ed., Aboriginal and Treaty Rights in Canada: Essays on Law, Equality and
Respect for Difference r;v ancouve r: U .B. C. Press, 1997) 155.
21. For a description of the symbolism of the Covenant Chain and Iroquois treaty
protocols, see Francis Jennings et al., eds., The History and Culture of Iroquois Diplomacy:
An Interdisciplinary Guide to the Treaties of the Six Nations and Their League (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 1985) 38.
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A long and intense period of treaty making followed the meeting at
Niagara. In total, about 32 treaties were signed between 1764 and 1862.22
Written records of them largely focus on what mattered to the British:
acquiring the right to use or settle on aboriginal lands. A number of
treaties were signed immediately following the American Revolution.
These were intended to allow for the settlement of some 7500 British and
aboriginal people who had supported the Crown during the Revolution
and now wished to move north. 23 By 1812, 14 treaties covered the
shorelines of the lower Great Lakes and the upper St. Lawrence. Some
covered extremely large areas. For example, a 1790 treaty with the Ojibwe
covered some two million acres of land between the Thames River and
Lake Erie. (In return, the Ojibwe received £1,200).24 Some 75,000 nonaboriginal people then lived in what is now Ontario. 25
Still, as one historian has pointed out, in many cases the pressures
created on the aboriginal way of life created by the early treaties may
have been small. Describing the willingness of First Nations to share the
land, R.J. Surtees has written:
Perhaps the most significant factor that inclined the Indians to sell land was their
prevailing concept of land ownership. The Europeans had a highly developed sense of
private property and private ownership; this was alien to the Indian mind which thought
in terms of shared and communal land belonging to the band as a group ... They were
aware, of course, that whites had different ideas: they had seen traders build houses or
fence off portions of land for livestock ... It was a large intellectual leap however, from
such limited holdings to an organized town, township or county. And in the wilderness,
in 1783-84, Indians could not envisage that a land sale around the Bay of Quinte, for
example, would result in a widespread white community. Indeed, for decades it did
not ... 26

22. R.J. Surtees, Indian Land Surrenders in Ontario 1763·1867 (Ottawa: Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada, 1984) at 1.
23. Ibid. at 9.
24. Dickason reports that First Nations at this time regularly received between one half
and one fifth of the then current price of "wild" land in Upper Canada. See Dickason,
supra note 5 at 163.
25. Helen Hornbeck Tanner, ed., Atlas of Great Lakes Indian History (Norman, Okla.:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1987) at 96.
26. Surtees, supra note 22 at 10.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Indian and White Settlements c. 183027

Some, in hindsight, have suggested that aboriginal peoples in Ontario
did not have a clear sense at the time of the treaties that they were
entitled to the use and benefit of their traditional lands. The record
suggests otherwise. For example, in 1763 the Ojibwe Chief Minavana
had told a British trader: "[A]lthough you have conquered the French,
you have not conquered us ... These lakes, these woods and mountains
were left us ... by our ancestors. They are our inheritance; and we will
part with them to none.,,28 In 1849, when mining and timber companies
had begun to make serious incursions onto traditional Ojibwe territories
in the area of Lake Huron and Lake Superior, two Crown
commissioners were sent to the area. Their mandate was to investigate
Ojibwe grievances prior to the negotiation of the Robinson Treaties.
They had this to say about traditional Ojibwe land uses in the area:
Long established custom, [which among these uncivilized tribes is as binding as its
obligations in law in a more civilized nation,] has divided this territory among several

27. See Tanner, supra note 25 at 123.
28. Peter S. Schmalz, The Ojibwa a/Southern Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1991) at 64.
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bands each independent of the others; and having its own Chief or Chiefs and possessing
an exclusive right to and control over its own hunting grounds; -the limits of these
grounds especially their frontages on the Lake are generally well known and
acknowledged by neighbouring bands ... 29

To the same effect, during the negotiations that led to Treaty 3, Fort
Francis Chief Ma-we-do-pe-nais, is quoted in the treaty commissioner's
reports as follows:
... you said the Queen gave you her goodness, her charitableness in your hands. This is
what we think, that the Great Spirit has planted us on this ground where we are, as you
were where you came from. We think where we are is our property.3D

The Crown's records of many of the early treaties and the negotiations
that led up to them are sparse. The British drafted the agreements as
legal deeds of land, although often the descriptions of the land involved
and the terms of the agreement on which the Crown relied are plagued
by uncertainty. A treaty with the Mississaugas in 1783 at the Bay of
Quinte, for example, described the land involved as extending "so far as
a man can travel in a day."3! Another transaction with the Chippewas at
Lake Simcoe in 1785 is apparently not supported by any deed or
description of the area purchased, and included no payment by the
Crown. 32 The uncertainty of these early transactions has led to land
claim disputes that continue to this day.
After 1815, the pressures of European settlement on aboriginal lands
increased significantly and with them the desire of the Crown to acquire
much larger areas of land. During the War of 1812, aboriginal people
had been critical to the defence of Canada and they still occupied by far
the greatest part of the land, even in what is now southern Ontario.
However, the colonial government was energetically encouraging
immigration, and by 1830 aboriginal people represented only slightly
29. Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples: Restructuring the
Relationship,vol. 2 (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1996) at 454 [RCAPvol. 2].
30. Alexander Morris, The Treaties of Canada with the Indians (Toronto: Prospero
Books, 2000) at 59.
31. Ibid. at 24.
32. Surtees, supra note 22 at 36.
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more than five per cent of the population of Upper CanadaY Treaties
were then signed that covered ever-increasing areas of land. By 1850, with
the exception of small First Nation reserves, all of southern Ontario to the
north shore of Lake Superior was treaty land. By 1929 the Crown could
assert that, with more than 35 treaties covering the province, all of
Ontario was the subject of a treaty.34 As a result, all non-aboriginal people
residing in Ontario today are the beneficiaries of treaties.

(b) Historical Treatment of Land and Treaty Rights: Why Claims Are
Outstanding
(1) Claims Relating to First Nation Lands and Assets
Many of the treaties signed in Ontario gave rise almost immediately to
concerns by First Nations that the Crown had not lived up to its treaty
promises. In some cases, like that of the Robinson Treaties of 1850,
several First Nations believed that the reserves ultimately set aside for
them were significantly smaller than those promised in the treaty.35 In
other cases, First Nations offered evidence that their understanding of
what they agreed to retain as reserve land differed from the written
words of the treaty text. 36
A striking example of a concern that the Crown did not live up to its
treaty promises about reserve land is the case of Treaty 3. This treaty,
negotiated in 1873, covers some 30,000 square miles in north western
Ontario. In return for agreeing to transfer this land to the Crown, the
First Nations received a number of promises from the Crown. These
included an agreement that the federal government would set aside
reserves for the First Nations from their traditional territories.
33. Tanner, supra note 25 at 122.
34. This claim is disputed by some First Nations who assen that they still hold Aboriginal title
to lands outside their reserves that are not covered by the terms of any of the treaties they signed.
35. This was the case, for example, of the Mississagi First Nation near modern Blind
River, Ontario. Its claim, that its reserve as surveyed was much smaller than that
promised by the Robinson-Huron Treaty, was not finally resolved until the 19905, after
an independent surveyor's repon substantiated the First Nation's claim.
36. Such claims under the Robinson Huron Treaty of 1850 were ultimately accepted by
the federal and provincial governments in the 1990s.
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Unfortunately, 15 years after the treaty, Canada's highest court ruled
that once the treaty was signed, all of the traditional lands of Treaty 3
First Nations became the exclusive property of the provincial
government. 37 As a result, the federal government now had no authority
to fulfill its treaty promise! In the end, it took 41 years for the Ontario
government and the federal government to agree on the reserve
selection, by which time third parties had taken much of the more
valuable lands agreed on by the federal government and the First
Nations. One First Nation, which lived on land particularly desired by
the province, lost its entire reserve, apparently at the insistence of the
province.38
In other cases, shortly after a treaty was signed freeing up a large area of
land for settlement, the Crown, under pressure from non-aboriginal
interests, took portions of the reserves set aside for the First Nations
without the First Nations' consent. In addition, in many cases nonaboriginal squatters were permitted to encroach on reserve lands. This
problem of interference with reserve lands was not a sporadic one. In 1844,
a Parliamentary Commission reviewed the question of incursion onto
aboriginal lands. The Chairman was Sir Charles Bagot, who had earlier
negotiated the international boundary between Canada and the United
States. After reaffirming the principles of the Royal Proclamation, the
Bagot Commission concluded that provincial governments had failed to
protect First Nations from widespread theft of their lands, leaving the First
Nations in poverty.39 The Commission recommended that First Nation
lands remain under the protection of the British Crown, not under
provincial control, and that measures be taken to protect those lands from
37. St. Catherine's Milling, supra note 15.
38. To learn more about how the Sturgeon Lake First Nation lost its reserve, and about
Ontario's histOrical treatment of Treaty 3 reserves, see David T. McNab, "'Principally Rocks
and Burnt Lands': Crown Reserves and the Tragedy of the Sturgeon Lake First Nation in
NorthweStern Ontario" in Kerry Abel and Jean Friesen, eds., Aboriginal Resource Use In
Canada: Historical and legal aspects (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1991) 157. See
also Leo G. Waisberg, Joan A Lovisek & Tim E. Hoizkamm, "Ojibwa Reservations as an
'Incubus Upon The Territory': The Indian Removal Policy of Ontario 1874-1982" in David H
Pentland, ed., Papers ofthe Algonquian Conference (Winnipeg; University of Manitoba, 1996) 337.
39. Sidney L. Harring, "'The Liberal Treatment of Indians'; Native People in
Nineteenth Century Ontario Law" (1992) 56 Sask. L. Rev. 297 at 305.
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trespass and theft. 40 In fact, from the late 1830s until the end of the 19th
century, a number of statutes were enacted to protect First Nation lands,
but these seem to have met with limited success. 41
Figure 4: Lake Huron Original Band Territories42
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40. For a discussion of the Bagot Commission's recommendations, see John Leslie &
Ron Maguire, eds. The Historical Development of the Indian Act, 2d ed. (Ottawa:
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, 1978) at 16-22.
41. For a thorough discussion of the challenge of protecting First Nation lands in the 19th
century and the various statutes enacted in response, see Leslie & Maguire, ibid. at 23-76. The
authors note the ongoing difficulties encountered in preventing interference with First Nation
lands at, e.g., 17, 20, 23, 59 and 60. On the same subject, see J. E. Hodgetts, Pioneer Public
Service: A n Administrative History of the United Canculas, 1841-1867 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1956) at 208-16.
42_ RCAPvol. 2, supra note 29 at 455.
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Figure 5: Lake Huron Indian Reserves, 1836 to the Present 43
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In addition to claims that the Crown either did not provide or
protect lands promised to First Nations under treaty, there were other
claims that concerned the governments' dealings with First Nations'
assets. Some were based on concerns that the federal Crown, which
controlled First Nations' trust funds, had dealt with those funds
negligently or fraudulently. Others related to reserve lands that First
Nations surrendered to the Crown for sale or lease. Since First
Nations' reserve lands could not be transferred to anyone other than
the Crown, a First Nation wishing to earn revenue by leasing or
selling part of its reserve first had to surrender that part to the
Crown. 44 It then had to rely on the Crown to act in its best interests
43. Ibid. at 474.
44. Under the Indian Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 1-5, this rule still applies to sales and long-term
leases of reserve land.
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in dealing with the surrendered lands. Claims arose that in particular
cases the Crown did not deal with the lands as intended or did not
remit the proceeds of sale to the First Nation.
A striking example of such a claim is that of the Wauzhushk Onigum
First Nation in Treaty 3. When gold was discovered on part of its
reserve, that part was surrendered to the Crown in return for a promise
that royalty payments would go to the First Nation. Although the
resulting gold mine was immensely profitable, the First Nation asserts
that it never received any of the promised royalties. In part, this
situation resulted from a court decision which ruled that the First
Nation interest even in reserve land was too weak to support any claim
of mineral rights. Mineral rights, the court ruled, belonged to the
province, and in making the treaty the federal government had no
power to make an agreement with the First Nation about mineral rights
on its reserve. 45 It did not matter that in entering Treaty 3 the First
Nations relied on the condition that they would enjoy the full benefit of
any minerals found on the reserves set aside under the Treaty.46
Breaches of agreements to set aside reserve lands, breaches of trust,
illegal takings of reserve lands, misadministration of trust funds, and
breaches of formal promises to provide access to resources 47 in return
for the transfer of interests in land-all were the subject of formal
petitions for redress by First Nations after the treaties were signed.
Whatever the merits of a particular case, all of these concerns are at least
understandable in terms of ordinary legal norms. Yet the vast majority
of these grievances were left outstanding until late in the twentieth
century. To understand why this occurred requires a review of the legal
and political barriers that historically faced aboriginal people in
Ontario.

45. See Ontario Mining Company, Ltd. v. Seybold, [1903] A.c. 73 (p.c.) [Seybold].
46. For a description of the treaty condition, see the judgment of Strong J. (dissenting)
in The Ontario Mining Company v. Seybold (1901), [1903] 32 S.C.R. 1.
47. A review of the governments' treatment of treaty rights to harvest resources in their
traditional territories is beyond the scope of this paper. The issue has been extensively
discussed elsewhere. See e.g. Harring, supra note 39, and Frank Tough, Ontario's
Appropriation of Indian Hunting: Provincial Conservation Policies vs. Aboriginal and
Treaty Rights, ca. 1892·1930 (Toronto: Ontario Native Affairs Secretariat, 1991).
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(c) Historical Barriers to Resolving Land and Treaty Claims
(1) Lack of Access to First Nation Records
Government archives in Ontario are filled with particularized
petitions by First Nations for government action to redress particular
violations of their land and treaty rights. Today, most of the issues
raised in those petitions remain unresolved. One obstacle historically
faced by First Nations was that, until late in the twentieth century, First
Nations had very limited access to the records relating to their treaties,
land transactions and trust funds because the records were kept by the
federal government. First Nations' requests for information about their
land dealings were often denied. Thus, in the 1830s when the
Mississaugas of New Credit, concerned about encroachments on their
lands near Toronto, asked for a formal confirmation of their
landholdings in order to enforce their rights, they were refused. Their
chief, an educated Methodist mlfilster named Peter Jones
(Kahkewaquonaby), went so far as to petition the Queen in England.
His request was ultimately denied on the basis that the Missisaugas were
not capable of handling such responsibility.48
Even as recently as 1957, when the Musqueam First Nation
surrendered part of its land in downtown Vancouver so that it could be
leased to a golf club, the First Nation did not learn from the federal
government the terms of the lease until 12 years later. 49
(2) Lack of Access to Lawyers
Another historical obstacle for First Nations that wished to press claims
was that they generally did not have access to lawyers who could bring
their case to the COurts if governments did not act. Until 1860, the British
Crown's appointees, and after Confederation, the federal government,
48. For information on the Chief's meeting with Queen Victoria, see Donald. B. Smith,
Sacred Feathers: The Reverend Peter Jones (Kahkewaquonaby) and the Mississauga Indians
(Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1987) at xi-xiv. On the government's response to
the New Credit request, see Leslie & Maguire, supra note 40 at 18-20. See also Dickason,
supra note 5 at 209.
49. See Guerin v. The Queen, [1984] 2 S.C.R. 335 at paras. 76·90 [Guerin].
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controlled First Nation spending. Further, until the 1960s, federal "Indian
agents" supervised all significant First Nation activities, including band
council meetings. 50 Federal officials regularly declined to approve the
hiring of lawyers-apparently to protect First Nations from exaggerated
expectations and from the payment of excessive legal fees!S! Indeed, in
1927, faced with rising pressure from First Nations on land claims, the
federal government passed the following amendment to the Indian Act:
Every person who, without the consent of the Superintendent General ... receives, obtains,
solicits or requests from any Indian any payment or contribution ... for the prosecution of
any claim which the tribe or band of Indians ... has ... for the recovery of any claim or
money for the benefit of the said tribe or band, shall be guilty of an offence. 52

This prohibition on legal representation for First Nations remained
the law until 1951.
(3) The Historical Approach of the Courts
Unsurprisingly, there were not many decisions by Canada's high
courts about land or treaty rights until the second half of the twentieth
CenturyY During this period in almost all of the reported cases
affecting their rights, First Nations were not parties to the proceedings;
they were not represented and their evidence was not heard. Instead,
50. For an interesting example of the influence of an Indian agent over a First Nation's
affairs, see Guerin, ibid.
51. For examples of the federal government'S reluctance to permit First Nations to pay
lawyers involved in their claims, see, Richard C. Daniel, A History 0/ Native Claim
Processes in Canada 1867·1979 (Ottawa: Depanment of Indian and Nonhern Affairs,
1980) at 61-62, 68, 74, 128-29. Daniel quotes the House of Commons discussion on the
issue of exploitation at 53.
52. Indian Act, S.C 1926-27, c. 32, 5.6.
53. There appear to be only two reponed cases between 1800 and 1960 in which First
Nations in Ontario were able to petition the courts about their land rights. The first was
Henry v. Canada. (1905), 9 Ex. CR. 417 [Henry] in which the Missisaugas of New Credit
successfully recovered treaty annuities owing under an 1818 treaty. The second was Miller
v. The King, [1950] 1 D.L.R. 513 (S.CC) [Miller], in which Six Nations sued Canada for
flooding damage to its reserve lands, compensation for surrendered lands, and theft of
band funds. In both of these cases the Depanmem of Indian Affairs refused to permit the
First Nation's lawyer to be paid by the First Nation.
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these were disputes between the federal and provincial governments, or
between governments and corporations. The arguments concerned
which government could benefit financially from the lands affected by
First Nation treaties.
Significantly for First Nations, the British North America Act, 1861'4
had given Canada a federal system of government. Legislative powers
were now divided between federal and provincial governments. The Act
gave the federal government exclusive jurisdiction over "Indians, and
Lands reserved for the Indians."55 The provinces, on the other hand,
were given ownership of Crown lands within their borders and the right
to legislate in regard to natural resources. 56 This immediately created
complications for the exercise of First Nation land and treaty rights.
Although the new constitution protected the rights of the French
minority as well as the Roman Catholic and Protestant minorities in
Ontario and Quebec, it offered no protections for aboriginal rights. In the
past, First Nations land dealings had involved the Crown, and it was clear
who could make commitments on behalf of the Crown. Now two levels
of government could affect the enforcement of land and treaty claims
through their actions. While the question of First Nation rights on reserve
lands was clearly within the jurisdiction of the federal government, unless
both governments acted in concert, it had become much more difficult to
enforce First Nation rights outside of the reserves. 57
The first major court decision affecting First Nation land rights, and
the leading case in Canada for almost a century, was R. v. St. Catharine's
Milling and Lumber Company.58 In that case, the Ontario government
sought to prevent a federally licensed lumber company from cutting
timber on lands ceded by the Ojibwe under Treaty 3. In 1883 the
company had cut two million feet of valuable timber from the
traditional lands of the Ojibwe. Because there were major commercial
54. The Act is now called the Constitution Act, 1867 (U.K.), 30 & 31 Vict., c. 3,
reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, App. II, No.5 [Constitution Act, 1867].
55. Ibid. at s. 91(24).
56. For provincial ownership of Crown lands, see ibid. s. 109 of the Act. Most provincial
legislative powers are set out in s. 92 of the Act, with right to regulate natural resources
being covered by sections 92 (5), (13) and (16).
57. Ibid., s. 91(24).
58. Supra note 15.
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interests at stake, both the federal government and the Ontario
government argued for the right to issue timber licenses in the area.
However, no one appears to have argued that the Treaty First Nations
had any rights to these resources, and First Nations were not
represented in the case. In the end, the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, then the highest court in the British Empire, decided in favour
of the province.
The decision in St. Catharine's Milling hinged on how to interpret the
British North America Act, 1867. Under that Act, the province owned all
"Crown land" within its borders at the time of Confederation. Since
Treaty 3 was not signed until 1873, the question was whether the
Ojibwe interest in their traditional lands prior to the Treaty was
equivalent to full ownership of the land, or if their land was "Crown
land" at Confederation even before they signed the Treaty. This
question was significant because if the Ojibwe had a full property
interest, then under the British North America Act, 1867, the territory
covered by the Treaty might now belong to the federal government. In
the end, the Privy Council decided that even before negotiating with the
Ojibwe, the Crown had a "present proprietary estate in the land, upon
which the Indian title was a mere burden."s9 Thus, despite the Royal
Proclamation,60 traditional aboriginal lands had "all along" belonged to
the Crown, although subject to an aboriginal interest. As Crown land at
the time of Confederation, therefore, the territories covered by Treaty 3
belonged to Ontario. The treaty itself had removed any aboriginal
interest, all for the benefit of the province.
The court in St. Catharine's Milling found that aboriginal people did
have a legal interest in their traditional lands, but it was a mere
"personal and usufructuary right" that did not amount to full ownership
of the land. After the decision the federal government continued to

59. Ibid. at 58.
60. The coun ruled that the Royal Proclamation could be the only possible source of
any propeny interest that aboriginal peoples might hold in their traditional lands, and,
according to the coun, the terms of the Proclamation showed that it was not intended to
recognize any such property interest. The Supreme Coun of Canada has since rejected
this reasoning, ruling that the interest of aboriginal peoples in their traditional lands is a
right that existed at common law, because of their occupation of the lands.
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negotiate treaties, in Ontario and elsewhere, to obtain a release of the
aboriginal interest in their traditionallands. 61 As for reserve lands, they
continued to be held in trust for First Nations by the federal government.
The immediate result of the decision in St. Catharine's Milling for the
First Nations who had signed Treaty 3 was to nullify their legal right to
the reserves they had agreed upon. The court, after all, had ruled that
before the treaty Ontario already owned the Ojibwe lands, including
the lands on which their reserves had been selected. Neither the First
Nations nor the federal government had any legal interest in those lands
after the signing of the Treaty. In effect, the First Nations had made a
fatal constitutional mistake in transferring their interest in 30,000 square
miles of land to the Crown without making sure that they first had a
commitment from the provincial government to honour the Crown's
treaty promise. As noted earlier,62 because of Ontario's concerns about
the commercial value of the reserve lands, it took 41 years for Ontario
and the federal government to agree upon which of the selected reserves
the First Nations would be entitled to retainY
61. Perhaps as significant for most First Nations in Ontario as the actual ruling in St.
Catharine's Milling were the attitudes toward aboriginal people shown by many of the
lawyers and judges involved in the case. The Premier of Ontario, who argued the case
personally, submitted at the trial that treaties had been negotiated in Ontario, not because
they were required, but "only out of endeavour to satisfy the Indians." Further the trial
judge, Chancellor Boyd, described the aboriginals as "heathens and barbarians"
unqualified to own land. For him, the Treaty 3 First Nations were "the rude red-men of
the North-West." The "inevitable problem" created by the advance of settlers in Ontario
was "how best to protect and encourage the individual settler, and how best to train and
restrain the Indian so that being delivered by degrees from dependency and pupillage, he
may be deemed worthy to possess all the rights and immunities and responsibilities of
complete citizenship." Of course, there were always prominent Ontarians who were
supportive of Aboriginal interests. The work of the Bagot Commission is one example.
Another is the effort of Sir John A. Macdonald to enfranchise Indians in 1885. During
the debate in Parliament, Macdonald expressed his view as follows: "Indians carry out all
the obligations of civilized men ... in every respect they have a right to be considered as
equal with whites." See Dickason, supra note 5 at 263.
62. See the discussion under "The Historical Basis of Land and Treaty Claims."
63. One of the First Nations (Sturgeon Lake) never received a reserve at all. Another,
which had sold part of its selected reserve to receive the royalties from a gold mine on the
land, never received those royalties. In the case of Seybold, supra note 45, the court ruled,
following St. Catharine's Milling, supra note 15, that neither the First Nation, nor the
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The judgment in St. Catharine's Milling undermined the ability of First
Nations to enforce treaty promises of reserve land, and it remained the
governing law on aboriginal land rights until the enactment of the
Constitution Act, 1982. Until then, the courts regularly declined to give
legal effect to treaty promises unless the government had enacted
legislation to acknowledge those promises. 64 As we have seen, after St.
Catharine's Milling, the courts would not even enforce treaty promises
to set aside reserve land unless both levels of government agreed.
(4) Historical Policies Concerning Claims and Treaty Rights
With limited access to information, restricted access to lawyers and
court decisions that declined to give legal effect to treaty promises
unless they were reflected in statutes, in general making petitions to
non-aboriginal politicians was the only avenue historically available
for the enforcement of aboriginal land and treaty rights. However, as
a minority, aboriginal people lacked political power and politicians'
attitudes toward aboriginal people were often not sympathetic. 65 In
federal government had any legal interest in the selected reserve, as the province had not
consented to its creation. As in St. Catharine's Milling, the First Nation was not a party to
and was not represented in the case.
64. See e.g. Rex v. Syliboy, [1929] 1 D.L.R. 307 (N.S. Co. Ct.). For an exception in the
case of harvesting rights, see R. v. Wesley, [1932] 4 D.L.R. 774 (Alta. A.D.). Some measure
of legislative protection for First Nation treaty harvesting rights arrived in 1951. In that
year the federal government passed what is now s. 88 of the Indian Act which provided
that provincial laws of general application were subject to the treaties. Now at least First
Nation defendants could bring evidence of a treaty harvesting promise as a defence when
they were prosecuted under provincial game laws. When the courts had an opportunity
to consider s. 88 they proved willing to interpret the word "treaty" broadly, to include
oral promises, and they ruled that treaty promises should always be interpreted in a
manner that upholds the honour of the Crown. See R. v. White and Bob (1964),50 D.L.R.
(2d) 613 (B.C.C.A.); aff'd (1965), 52 D.L.R. (2d) 481 (S.c.c.); and R. v. Taylor and
Williams (1981), 34 O.R. (2d) 360 (C.A.) [Taylor and Williams]. Federal fish and game
laws were not affected by s. 88 of the Indian Act and these were regularly held by the
courts to override treaty promises. See e.g. R. v. Sikyea, [1964] S.C.R. 642; R. v. George,
[1966] S.C.R. 267; and Daniels v. White, [1968] S.C.R. 517.
65. For example, when the government of John A. Macdonald introduced legislation
granting First Nations people the right to vote, in 1885, members of Parliament raised a
hue and cry about "scalping." Although the bill passed, it was repealed in 1898, according
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fact, status Indians were not even granted the right to vote in federal
elections in Canada until 1960. 66 Furthermore, although hunting and
fishing had been the mainstay of First Nation economies and a key
focus of the treaties, in general aboriginal people were not given
commercial hunting and fishing licenses to develop their economiesY
Equally, First Nations in Ontario were virtually excluded from the
economic benefits offered by other resources within their traditional
territories. 68 This is a grievance that remains outstanding to this day.
Neither the federal nor provincial government had any general
policy for addressing aboriginal land and treaty grievances until 1974,
when the federal government established the Office of Native
Claims. Until that time, First Nations' claims were dealt with on an
ad hoc basis by both governments and few claims were resolved. In
1890 and 1891, for example, the governments of Canada, Ontario and
Quebec established a board of arbitration to hear a number of
disputes among themselves, some of which involved First Nations'
land and money. The board appears to have proved ineffective in
dealing with First Nations claims,69 although it did deal with some
important disputes between Ontario and Canada about who should
be responsible for making treaty annuity payments. One claim that it
dismissed was a claim by the Mississaugas of New Credit for, among
other things, unpaid annuities from a treaty signed in 1818. The First

to the government because it was "an insult to free white people in the country to place
them on a level with pagan and barbarian Indians." See Dickason, supra note 5 at 263-264.
Such attitudes were not unusual. In 1905 the Treasurer of Ontario referred to the Ojibwe
as an "incubus upon the territory." See Waisberg, supra note 38.
66. All adult status Indians were granted the right to vote in federal elections by An Act
to Amend the Canada Elections Act, S.c. 1960, c. 7. Indians had received the right to vote
in Ontario provincial elections in 1954. For a historical review of the legal handicaps
imposed on status Indians, see Wendy Moss, Aboriginal People: History ofDiscriminatory
Laws (Ottawa: Library ofPariiament, 1992).
67. For a general review of the harm caused to First Nations by Ontario's historical
game and fish policies, see Tough, supra note 47.
68. See e.g. E.P. Hartt, Interim Report of the Royal Commission on the Northern
Environment (Toronto: Royal Commission, 1978).
69. See Daniel, supra note 51 at 56-62.
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Nation appealed to the courts and was successful in obtaining the
annuities. 70
Negotiation, rather than arbitration, was attempted unsuccessfully in
the case of another major 19th century claim, this time involving the Six
Nations of the Grand River. According to a commissioner appointed by
the Department of Indian Affairs, from 1834 to 1842 the governments of
Upper Canada and the Province of Canada71 had taken some $160,000
from Six Nations band accounts without their consent. 72 The money
had been used to invest in the Grand River Navigation Company,
whose efforts were being promoted by the government and opposed by
Six Nations. All of the Six Nations money was lost when the company
went bankrupt. In 1886, the Six Nations' claim was taken to the
Department of Indian Affairs. After decades of settlement discussions,
this and two other Six Nations claims ended up before the courts.
Ultimately the Supreme Court of Canada referred the Grand River
Navigation claim back to the lower courts to make certain
determinations of fact. 73 Further settlement discussions failed to resolve
the issue, which is the subject of an outstanding land claim today.
Finally, in one other case the governments of Ontario and Canada
created a special commission of inquiry to investigate and settle a land
claim. In the 1870s, seven Chippewa and Ojibwe First Nations
submitted a claim that they had never surrendered their northern
hunting grounds. A commission of inquiry was finally created in 1923.
After two weeks of hearings on the reserves, the commission concluded

70. The case was Henry, supra note 53. According to Daniel, the federal government refused
allow the First Nations to pay the lawyer who had represented them in court. The lawyer
was paid only after a reference to the Exchequer Coun of Canada. See Daniel, ibid. at 5U2.
71. Upper Canada and Lower Canada joined to form the Province of Canada in 1841.
72. Daniel, supra note 51 at 123-30.
73. The coun's judgment is reponed in Miller, supra note 53. The other two claims
against the federal government were dismissed on constitutional grounds, because they
were based on events that occurred prior to the union of the two Canadas. The coun
ruled that the statute creating the union did not provide for the new Province of Canada
to take on the debts of Upper Canada. For a description of the coun case in which Six
Nations sought an order that Six Nations be allowed to pay him, see Leonard Rotman,
Parallel Paths: Fiduciary Doctrine and the Crown·Native Relationship in Canada (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1996) at 80-82.
to
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that the claim was valid. In return for a release of their claims (the
"Williams Treaty"), the First Nations received $500,000.
The Williams Treaty appears to be the only case prior to the 1980s in
which a formal process established by government settled a land claim
in Ontario/4 In the 1960s the federal government considered legislation
to create an independent body to adjudicate claims, but this proposal
was ultimately dropped. Like the question of treaty rights, outstanding
land claims in Ontario were left by government policy to be dealt with
by later generations.

II. The Situation Today
A. Current State of the Law

(i) Treaty Rights
The starting point for the current Canadian law of treaty rights
section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. Section 35 provides:

1S

(1) The existing Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada are
hereby recognized and affirmed.
(2) In this Act, "Aboriginal peoples" includes the Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples of
Canada.
(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) "treaty rights" includes rights that now exist by
way of land claims agreements or may be so acquired.

When Canada patriated its constitution in 1982, it had promised that it
would uphold aboriginal rights. 75 Section 35 was the result, entrenching
aboriginal and treaty rights in the Constitution. In the past, as we have
seen, Canadian courts had been reluctant to enforce the treaty rights of
74. Apart, of course, from the original treaties, which addressed the First Nations'

aboriginal title.
75. See R. v. Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (U.K), [1982] 2 All
E.R. 118 (C.A.). In a famous passage from its judgment at 129-30 the court, echoing the
language used by the Crown in Treaty 3, said: "No parliament should do anything to lessen
the worth of these guarantees. They should be honoured by the Crown in respect of Canada
'so long as the sun rises and the river flows.' That promise must never be broken."
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aboriginal people unless they were directed to consider treaty rights by a
Canadian statute. With section 35 the rules of the game changed; existing
treaty rights were now recognized in the supreme law of Canada.
In the first case to consider section 35, R. v. Sparrow/ 6 the Supreme
Court of Canada drew attention to the fundamental change that had
occurred. Describing the previous state of the law, a unanimous court said:
For many years, the rights of the Indians to their aboriginal lands-certainly as legal
rights-were virtually ignored. The leading cases defining Indian rights in the early part
of the century were directed at claims supported by the Royal Proclamation or other
legal instruments, and even these cases were essentially concerned with settling legislative
jurisdiction or the rights of commercial enterprises ... For fifty years after the
publication of Clement's The Law of the Canadian Constitution (3d ed. 1916), there was a
virtual absence of discussion of any kind of Indian rights to land even in academic
literature. By the late 1960s, aboriginal claims were not even recognized by the federal
government as having any legal status. 77

Explaining the overall effect of section 35, the court quoted with
approval Professor Noel Lyon: "the context of 1982 is surely enough to
tell us that this is not just a codification of the case law on aboriginal
rights that had accumulated by 1982. Section 35 calls for a just
settlement for aboriginal peoples." Further, according to the court, "The
nature of section 35(1) itself suggests that it be construed in a purposive
way. When the purposes of the affirmation of aboriginal rights are
considered, it is clear that a generous, liberal interpretation of the words
in the constitutional provision is demanded. ,,78
Ordinarily, a law or government action that violates the Constitution
will be held to be invalid. 79 However, if a law is found to violate a treaty

R. v. Sparrow, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075 [Sparrow].
Ibid. at 1103.
Ibid. at 1106.
An apparent exception involves laws that prima facie infringe rights guaranteed in the
Canadum Charter of Rights and Freedoms, supra note 14. Section 1 of the Charter provides
that such an infringement must be shown to be demonstrably justified in a free and
democratic society and the courts have developed a justification test to measure whether
prima facie infringements are saved by s. 1 of the Charter. Section 35 of the Constitution is
outside the Charter ofRights and includes no language similar to s. 1 of the Charter requiring
that broader societal interests be balanced against the rights guaranteed in s. 35. Nevertheless,
76.
77.
78.
79.
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right, the law can still be saved if the Crown proves that the violation is
justified. To do this the court must be satisfied: (1) that the law has a
compelling and substantial objective, and (2) that the law is consistent
with the "honour of the Crown" and "the special trust relationship and
the responsibility of the government vis-a-vis aboriginals."8o
Finally, in considering whether a law that violates a treaty or aboriginal
right is justified and therefore constitutional, the court has said that the
following questions may be relevant:
whether there has been as little infringement as possible in order to effect the desired
result; whether, in a situation of expropriation, fair compensation is available; and, in
harvesting rights cases whether the aboriginal group in question has been consulted with
respect to the conservation measures being implemented. a!

In brief, governments may still regulate the exercise of treaty or
aboriginal rights, or infringe those rights, but only if they can satisfy the
courts that they had a valid legislative objective and that their actions are
consistent with the honour of the Crown. The rule applies equally to
federal and provincial laws. Further, the courts have held that
governments will not be able to meet this justification test in cases where
they create an unstructured administrative scheme that risks violating
section 35 rights in a substantial number of situations. Instead, the law or
regulation must "outline specific criteria ... which seek to accommodate
the existence of aboriginal rights."82
In deciding what constitutes a "treaty" under section 35, the Supreme
Court has made clear that it will not focus on formalities. The word
simply means "agreements in which the 'word of the white man' is given
and by which the latter made certain of the Indians' co-operation. "83 And
the Supreme Court ruled in Sparrow, supra note 76, that section 35 guarantees are subject to
an implied limitation, requiring that they be balanced against "compelling and substantial"
interests of Canadian society as a whole.
80. Sparrow, ibid. at 1113-14.
81. Ibid. at 1119.
82. See R. v. Adams, [1996] 3 S.C.R. 101 at para. 54 [Adams], and R. v. Marshall, [1999] 3
S.C.R. 456 at para. 64 [Marshall].
83. R. v. Sioui, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1025 at para. 44 [Siout]' According to the Court at para. 43:
"what characterizes a treaty is the intention to create obligations, the presence of mutually
binding obligations and a certain measure of solemnity."
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in deciding what obligations the Crown undertook in a treaty the courts
will consider oral promises84 and implied terms of the written agreement. 8S
In interpreting written treaty promises-given that it is known that the
Crown drafts did not always include all of the terms negotiated-no
appearance of "sharp dealing" by the Crown will be tolerated and
ambiguities will be interpreted in favour of the First Nations. 86 Ongoing
treaty promises are not to be interpreted as if the nature of their
guarantees and the activities they protect were frozen in time on the date
of the treaty; on the other hand, modern activities must be a logical
evolution from the traditional activity to be protected by the treaty,s;
It should be noted that section 35 protects only "existing" rights. Here
the Supreme Court has ruled that treaty and aboriginal rights will still
be considered to exist unless they have been clearly and plainly
extinguished by a federal law. Past government regulations that infringe
the treaty right or government actions that are inconsistent with the
right, like patenting of lands, are not enough to not take away its
current constitutional protection. ss
84. See Taylor and Williams, supra note 64.
85. See Marshall, supra note 82 at para. 14. The coun will review the historical and
cultural context of the treaty in interpreting what was agreed upon by the panies. In R. v.
Horseman, [1990] 1 S.CR. 901 at para. 5, Justice Wilson described the reason for this
approach as follows:
These treaties were the product of negotiation between very different cultures and the
language used in them probably does not reflect, and should not be expected to reflect,
with total accuracy each pany's understanding of their effect at the time they were
entered into. This is why the couns must be especially sensitive to the broader historical
context in which such treaties were negotiated. They must be prepared to look at that
historical context in order to ensure that they reach a proper understanding of the
meaning that particular treaties held for their signatories at the time.
86. These treaty interpretation principles, which were developed by the couns over a
number of years, are summarized in Marshall, supra note 82 at paras. 49-51.
87. See Marshall, supra note 82; R. v. Bernard, [2005] SCC 43 at paras. 25-26 [Bernard].
Bernard focused on a 1760-1761 treaty guarantee of trading rights to the Mi'kmaq. The
accused engaged in commercial logging on Crown lands. The Supreme Coun ruled that
this activity was not the logical evolution of a traditional Mi'kmaq trading activity in
1760-1761 and therefore was not protected by the treaty.
88. See Sparrow, supra note 76 at 1099. For the provinces' inability to extinguish a s. 35
right, see Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, [1997] 3 S.CR. 1010 at para. 178
[Delgamuukw].
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Thus far, Supreme Court decisions interpreting treaty rights since
1982 have upheld aboriginal hunting practices in a provincial park,89
fishing for a moderate livelihood off reserve,9Q and the practice of
aboriginal ancestral customs in a provincial park.9! Given the variety of
treaty promises that were made in Ontario, the scope for First Nations
treaty claims in Ontario appears broad.92
(ii) Aboriginal Rights
Section 35 of the Constitution also protects traditional aboriginal
activities on lands off-reserve even where the treaties do not refer to such
activities. Where the activity is one that was integral to the distinctive
culture of the aboriginal society at the time of contact with settlers93 it is
protected as an "Aboriginal right" under section 35 unless the right was
given up in the treaty, incompatible with the sovereignty of the Crown,
or eliminated by a federal law which showed a clear and plain intention to
extinguish the right. 94 Traditional practices that have been recognized by
the courts in individual cases as protected aboriginal rights include hunting

89. See R. v. Sundown, [1999] 1 S.C.R. 393 [Sundown], where building a traditional
hunting cabin in violation of provincial park regulations was held to be a valid exercise of
a treaty right to hunt within the meaning of s. 88 of the Indian Act.
90. See Marshall, supra note 82, where fishing to earn moderate livelihood was held to be
a treaty right and the regulations prohibiting aboriginal fishing were ruled invalid.
91. Sioui, supra note 83. Here the coun held that cutting trees and making fires in a
provincial park was a valid exercise of a treaty right within the meaning of s. 88 of the
Indian Act. It is wonh noting that in this case, as in Sundown, supra note 90, the coun
ruled that this treaty right could only be exercised where to do so would be compatible
with the current use of the land.
92. One treaty claim that has been rejected was the claim that Treaty 8 included a promise
to exempt First Nation members forever from taxation. See Benoit v. Canada (2003), 228
D.L.R. (4th) 1 (F.C.A.), leave to appeal to S.c.c. refused, [2003] S.c.c.A. No. 387.
93. For Metis people in Ontario the relevant time is later than contact. For a full
statement of what is required to establish an Aboriginal right, see R. v. Van der Peet,
[1996] 2 S.C.R. 507 at paras. 44-75 [Van der Peet]. In this case Dorothy Van der Peet was
convicted for selling ten fish, because, the coun found, she had failed to establish that her
selling of the fish constituted an Aboriginal right of her First Nation.
94. See Mitchell v. Canada (Minister o/National Revenue), [2001]1 S.C.R. 911 at para. 10
[Mitcbell].
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and fishing on traditional lands, as well as the commercial sale of fish
spawn. 95
.
Aboriginal rights, now protected by the Constitution, actually flow
from the common law. 96 As set out by the Supreme Court of Canada,
quite apart from treaties, the common law of Canada recognizes that
long before European settlement of North America, aboriginal peoples
occupied and used the land in organized societies. Like treaty rights,
existing aboriginal rights may be infringed or regulated by the
provincial or federal government, but only if the government has a valid
objective and acts in a manner consistent with the honour of the
Crown. And like treaty rights, aboriginal rights cannot be extinguished
by a provincial government. 97 Unlike treaty rights, aboriginal rights are
also enjoyed by Metis communities in Ontario. 98
The courts have ruled that each aboriginal community that wishes to
assert an aboriginal right must prove that right on a case-by-case basis.
Not surprisingly, given that there are over 1,000 First Nation
communities in Canada, the Supreme Court has repeatedly urged
governments to consult and negotiate with aboriginal communities to
clarify their rights. 99 As the court stated in R. v. Sparrow, section 35
95. See e.g.: Sparrow, supra note 76; R. v. Cote, [1996] 3 S.C.R. 139 [Cote]; Adams, supra
note 82; R. v. Gladstone, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 723 [Gladstone] (where the Supreme Court of
Canada ruled that the commercial sale of herring spawn was an aboriginal right, and
ordered a new trial on the issue of justification of the relevant fishing regulations); and
Powley, infra note 98.
96. Cote, ibid. at para. 49.
97. See Delgamuukw, supra note 88 at para. 178. Only the federal government had the
power, prior to 1982, to extinguish Aboriginal rights.
98. See R. v. Powley, [2003] 2 S.C.R. 207 [Powley]. This case recognized the aboriginal
rights of a hunter from a Metis community near Sault Ste. Marie. Section 35 protected his
right to hunt in a manner prohibited by Ontario's hunting regulations, which did not
recognize a Metis right to hunt for food. Note that, by definition, the time frame for
defining a Metis Aboriginal right cannot be the time of contact. In Powley, the court
ruled (at para. 37) that the correct time for defining Metis aboriginal rights is the time
when Europeans first exerted political and legal control in a particular area.
99. See e.g. Delgamuukw, supra note 88 at para. 186 where Chief Justice Lamer noted as
follows:
Finally, this litigation has been both long and expensive, not only in economic but in
human terms as well. By ordering a new trial, I do not necessarily encourage the
parties to proceed to litigation and to senle their dispute through the courts. As was
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"provides a solid constitutional base upon which subsequent
negotiations can take place. "100
In some cases an aboriginal right may go beyond the right to engage in
certain traditional activities. If a First Nation or group of First Nations
can show that its people were the exclusive occupants of a tract of land
at the time the Crown first asserted sovereignty in the area then it has a
right to the land itself. lol This interest in the land, called "aboriginal
title," is not based simply on the Royal Proclamation of 1763; instead it
arises, much like common law rights based on possession, out of the fact
that the aboriginal group occupied the lands when settlers arrived.
Aboriginal title, then, is a special kind of aboriginal right; it arises from
intensity of use of particular lands prior to the time the Crown asserted
sovereignty in the area and the First Nation's intention and capacity at
that time to exclude other groups from occupation of that land. 102
The test for and present-day incidents of aboriginal title differ from
activity-based aboriginal rights. The time frame for determining
whether aboriginal title has been established is the date that the Crown
asserted sovereignty in the area 103 and the focus of the courts is the
intensity of the aboriginal group's attachment to the land in question at
that time, not (as in the case of activity-based rights) in determining
which activities were central to its culture. 104 Significantly, aboriginal
title gives a First Nation the right to occupy and use traditional lands for
said in Sparrow, [supra note 76 at para. 53], s. 35(1) "provides a solid constitutional
base upon which subsequent negotiations can take place" .... [T]he Crown is under
a moral, if not a legal, duty to enter into and conduct those negotiations in good
faith.
100. Sparrow,ibid. at 1077.
101. See Delgamuukw, supra note 88 at para. 143. The courts will also require that the
First Nation have maintained a substantial connection to the land since the assertion of
sovereignty (ibid. at para. 154). What counts as "exclusive possession" will be judged from
the aboriginal perspective as well as the common law (ibid. at para. 156).
102. On the requirement of exclusive occupation, see ibid. at paras. 155-58, and Bernard,
supra note 87 at paras 54-66.
103. Delgamuukw, note 88 at paras. 144-45. The assertion of Crown sovereignty
frequently occurred well after first contact between Europeans and the First Nation.
104. See Bernard, supra note 87 at paras. 58-59. For more on the distinction between
activities that give rise to Aboriginal rights and those that may support aboriginal title,
see Adams, supra note 82 at paras. 27-30 and Delgamuukw, supra note 88 at paras. 137-39.
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a wide range of activities,105 not merely to engage in traditional activities
that were integral to its distinctive society at the time of contact.
Finally, like other aboriginal rights, aboriginal title to traditional lands
continues to exist today unless it has been given up by treaty or
extinguished prior to 1982 by a federallaw. l06
Most, if not all, of Ontario is the subject of a land treaty. However,
certain First Nations assert that they have not surrendered some or all
of their traditional lands. Their claims are known to the government
and they remain outstanding today.l07
(iii) The Duty of the Provincial and Federal Governments to Consult
with Aboriginal Peoples About Section 35 Rights
As noted, if a government wishes to interfere with aboriginal or treaty
rights it must show, not only that it has a valid legislative objective but
also that it is acting in a manner consistent with the honour of the
Crown. The courts have made clear that in most cases this will mean
that the government is legally obliged to consult with the aboriginal
groups affected in an effort to accommodate their interests. IDS This duty
to consult applies to the provincial as well as the federal government
because, in a wide range of areas involving land and resources, the
province has the constitutional ability to enact general legislation that
may affect aboriginal rights and interests. In the words of Chief Justice
Dickson, speaking for the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Sparrow,
105. There are two major limitations to the ownership rights given by aboriginal title.
The First Nation's present uses of the land must not be "irreconcilable" with the nature
of their attachment to the land (see Delgamuukw, supra note 88 at paras. 125-28) and the
First Nation cannot transfer the land except to the Crown (see Ibid. at para. 129).
106. To the best of the writer's knowledge, no such law was enacted prior to 1982.
107. Unsurrendered aboriginal title was the basis of the land claim of the Teme-Augama
Anishnabek in Ontario (Attorney General) v. Bear Island Foundation, [1991] 2 S.C.R. 570
[Bear Island]. The court denied the claim, holding that any Teme-Augama title had been
extinguished by the Robinson-Huron Treaty, to which, the court found, the First Nation had
adhered by its actions after the treaty. Aboriginal title is the basis of current claims in Ontario
by the Walpole Island (Bkejwanong) First Nation and the Algonquins of Golden Lake.
108. This principle has been repeated on several occasions by the Supreme Court of
Canada. See, for example, R. v. Nikal, [1996] 1 S.C.R. 1013 at para. 110, and Gladstone,
supra note 95 at para. 64.
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section 35 of the Constitution "affords Aboriginal peoples constitutional
protection against provincial legislative power. "109
The extent of the consultations required when section 35 rights will be
affected by government action depends on the degree of the proposed
government interference and the type of section 35 right involved. H the
proposed infringement is relatively minor, the duty may simply require
prior discussions with the aboriginal group affected. H the interference with
section 35 rights will be significant, the government is required to engage in
meaningful consultations in an effort to accommodate the interests of the
aboriginal group. Finally, if the interference will be very serious or if an
aboriginal title interest will be affected, the government's duty requires
negotiations leading to a just settlement of the aboriginal group's claims. llo
The common element in all cases is that the Crown must act
honourably given its special relationship with aboriginal peoples. The
"honour of the Crown" cannot be understood or applied in a
mechanical way. It is a concept that the Supreme Court has said lies at
the heart of section 35. A recent judgment in this area sheds light on the
meaning and significance of the concept:
The historical roots of the principle of the honour of the Crown suggest that it must be
understood generously in order to reflect the underlying realities from which it stems. In
all its dealings with Aboriginal peoples, from the assertion of sovereignty to the resolution of
claims and the implementation of treaties, the Crown must act honourably. Nothing less is
required if we are to achieve "the reconciliation of the pre-existence of Aboriginal
societies with the sovereignty of the Crown."lll

109. Sparrow, supra note 76 at para. 1105.
110. Haida Nation, supra note 1 at paras. 20, 24-25. For a good description of the
requirements of the Crown's duty to consult with First Nations when it proposes an
action that threatens to interfere with s. 35 rights, see Sonia Lawrence & Patrick
Macklem, "From Consultation to Reconciliation: Aboriginal Rights and the Crown's
Duty to Consult" (2000) 79 Can. Bar Rev. 252. This article was written before the Haida
Nation decision, but is cited with approval at para. 38 of the court's judgment.
111. Ibid. at para. 17 [emphasis added]. Where the Crown has a dury to consult, there is a
corresponding dury on the Aboriginal side to participate in good faith: Haida Nation, ibid. at
para. 42. In Taku River llingit First Nation v. British Columbia, 2004 SCC 74 [Taku River], the
court held that the province had fulfilled its obligation of meaningful consultation in
approving the re-opening of a mine. Although the province had not obtained the First
Nation's consent, it had discussed and been responsive to the First Nation's concerns.
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The above quotation is from the Supreme Court of Canada's judgment
in Haida Nation, decided in November, 2004. It should be noted that
this decision held that a province had failed in its obligation to consult
with a First Nation about section 35 rights. In addition, the Court ruled
that the province had a duty to consult the First Nation even though the
First Nation's section 35 rights had not yet been established in court. It
was sufficient for the duty to arise that the Crown knew of the potential
existence of an aboriginal right and contemplated conduct that might
interfere with such a right. 1l2
In Haida Nation, the court found that the First Nation had a strong
prima facie case that it had section 35 rights to harvest timber. These
would be infringed by the province's decision to approve a timbercutting license on the First Nation's traditional lands. Accordingly, the
province had a legal duty to consult the Haida meaningfully prior to
approving the license. 113
In sum, the provincial and federal governments must act in a manner
consistent with the honour of the Crown when they consider actions
that may affect treaty and aboriginal rights. This means that they have a
duty to consult with aboriginal groups whenever they are aware that
their action might infringe treaty or aboriginal rights. Treaty and
aboriginal rights exist in Ontario, yet there are currently no general
policies to guide such consultations in the province. While the nature
and scope of some of these section 35 rights may take time to clarify,
governments are not legally permitted simply to ignore them in the
meantime. In the words of the Supreme Court of Canada from the
Haida Nation case: "To unilaterally exploit a claimed resource during
the process of proving and resolving the aboriginal claim to that
resource, may be to deprive the aboriginal claimants of some or all of
the benefit of the resource. That is not honourable. "114

112. This language is taken almost verbatim from the judgment in Haida Nation, ibid. at
para. 35.
113. Ibid. at paras. 76-77. The provincial minister had refused to consult the Haida about the
timber license on the basis that he thought he was not legally required to do so. The court ruled
(at para. 78) that the province's past discussions with the Haida about forestry management
generally did not satisfy the duty to consult about the renewal of this particular license.
114. Ibid. at para. 27.
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(iv) The Fiduciary Duty of the Crown to Aboriginal Peoples
The Supreme Court of Canada has often said that section 35 of the
Constitution requires federal and provincial governments to act towards
aboriginal peoples in a trust-like, or fiduciary, rather than adversarial
manner.115 This, the court has said, is required for section 35 to achieve
its purpose: to achieve a just reconciliation of the prior occupation of
Canada by aboriginal societies with the assertion of sovereignty over
Canada by the Crown.lI6 In this sense, the governments' duty to act in a
"trust-like manner" toward aboriginal people is very closely entwined
with the concept of "the honour of the Crown."
However, there is also another narrower sense in which the court has
used the concept of "fiduciary duty" in connection with aboriginal groups.
In trust law, a "fiduciary" relationship describes a relationship where one
party owes a special duty of loyalty to protect the interests of the other.
Such a "fiduciary relationship" typically arises where one person exercises
legal powers in a discretionary way over the legal or practical interests of
another. ll7 Trustees and lawyers are examples of persons in this kind of
relationship with their clients. If a fiduciary relationship exists, the legal
responsibilities of the party with the power extend considerably beyond
the ordinary responsibilities of one person to another. For example, a
"fiduciary" who causes harm by failing to act in the interests of the
beneficiaries may be held liable for the ensuing losses.
The Supreme Court of Canada first applied this conception of
fiduciary duty to aboriginal interests in 1984, in a case called Guerin.lIs

115. See e.g. Sparrow, supra note 76 at 1108, Gladstone, supra not 96 at paras. 54-62 and
Delgamuukw, supra note 88 at paras 166·69.
116. This statement of the purpose of s. 35 was first made in Van der Peet, supra note 94
at para. 43.
117. See e.g. Lac Minerals, Limited v. International Corona Resources Ltd., [1989] 2 S.C.R.
574. In the Aboriginal context, see Wewaykum Indian Band v. Canada, [2002] 4 S.C.R.
235 at para. 80 [Wewaykum].
118. Guerin, supra note 49. In this case the Musqueam First Nation had surrendered
some of its reserve for lease as a golf course. The federal government, which received the
surrender, ultimately negotiated a lease that was much less favourable than the lease they
had discussed, and did not advise the First Nation before entering the lease of the
disadvantageous terms it would include.
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In that case the federal government was found liable for obtaining a
surrender of reserve land and then ignoring the oral terms on which it
had obtained the surrender. The court rejected the government's claim
that it owed no legal obligations to the First Nation after the surrender.
According to Chief Justice Dickson, a fiduciary duty arose because of
the nature of aboriginal interests in land and the fact that under
Canadian law those interests can only be transferred to the Crown. 119
(In effect, under Canadian law, First Nations are required to trust the
Crown when they surrender reserve lands.) The Court held that the
Crown breached its fiduciary duty in the Guerin case when it failed to
advise the First Nation and seek direction after it learned that it could
not dispose of the surrendered lands in the manner agreed.
One implication of a finding that the Crown has a fiduciary duty to a
First Nation is that it is required to exercise its discretion in the best
interests of the First Nation. 120 Another is that statutes of limitation
may not apply in the ordinary way. In fiduciary cases the courts will
strive not to punish a party for not filing a daim if, because of its
position, it was unaware of the relevant facts or incapable of bringing
the claim earlier. l2l In addition, if the fiduciary is in a position to
remedy the situation, the court may find that it has a continuing duty to
do so, unaffected by limitation periods. 122
A question that has been hotly debated is whether in appropriate
circumstances the provincial government may owe a fiduciary
obligation to a First Nation. In the broad sense of the word, as one level
of the Crown, the province clearly has a duty to consult with aboriginal
groups when it proposes to interfere with section 35 rights. As for the
"narrow" fiduciary duty to protect specific First Nations' interests in

119. Ibid. at para. 65.
120. See e.g. Blueberry River Indian Band v. Canada, [1995] 4 S.C.R. 344 at para. 17
[Blueberry River]. Justice McLachlin noted in this case (at para. 104) that what is required
is that the Crown act in the same way as "a man of ordinary prudence in managing his
own affairs."
121. This principle has been applied in several Aboriginal cases, including Guerin, supra
note 49; Blueberry River, ibid.; and Semiahmoo Indian Band v. Canada, [1998] 1 F.G. 3 (G.A.).
122. Blueberry River, ibid. at para. 115.
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land, thus far the cases that have held that the Crown liable have tended
to involve the federal government. ll3
It is dear that a fiduciary duty does not attach to every dealing between the
Crown and a First Nation. 124 However, it is significant that the Supreme
Court of Canada has repeatedly used the term "Crown," not "the federal
government" when it has described the fiduciary duty in aboriginal cases. In
Haw Nation, the reason given by the court for finding that the province
owed an obligation to consult in that case, but not an enforceable fiduciary
duty, was not because such a duty can only be owed by the federal
government. 125 It seems likely then that the court will deal with each case on
an individual basis to determine whether the hallmarks of an enforceable
fiduciary duty are present. As the court stated in Haw Nation: "The
honour of the Crown gives rise to different duties in different circumstances.
Where the Crown has assumed discretionary control over specific aboriginal
interests, the honour of the Crown gives rise to a fiduciary duty. ,,126
In circumstances where a province has assumed the legal power to
interfere with the implementation of a specific treaty right or a specific
aboriginal interest in land or other assets, it seems consistent with the
courts' reasoning that the province may be held liable as a fiduciary for
how it exercised that power.

123. One apparent exception is Bear Island, supra note 107. In this case the Supreme
Court of Canada noted (at para. 7) that "the Crown" owed a fiduciary duty to the Teme
Augama First Nation, and that this was "the subject of negotiations between the parties."
The province, not the federal government, was a party in the action.
124. This derives from fiduciary law generally. The Supreme Court confirmed that this
applies [Q Aboriginal cases in Wewaykum, supra note 117 at para. 81. Other than Bear
Island, ibid, the cases to date have involved either a surrender of reserve lands, as in
Guerin, supra note 49, or a unilateral taking of reserve lands for public purposes, as in
Osoyoos Indian Band v. Oliver (Town), [2001] 3 S.C.R. 746.
125. Haida Nation, supra note 1. The court made no reference to it being of any significance that
it was the provincial Crown that was involved in the case. The court expressly rejected (at para.
57) the province's argument that any duty to consult lay solely with the federal government. On
the issue of whether the Crown owed a further enforceable fiduciary duty in the case, again the
court made no reference to the fact that a provincial government was involved. This would have
disposed of the argument if the court actepted the theory that a province cannOt owe such a duty.
Instead, the court indicated (at para. 18) that the aboriginal interest at stake in the case was tOO
uncertain (not having been proved in court) to give rise to a fiduciary duty.
126. Haida Nation, ibid. at para. 18.
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B. Outstanding Land Claims in Ontario

(i) The Nature of the Claims Filed Against the Federal Government
According to the federal government, as of June 30, 2005, 263 land
claims had been filed against the federal government in Ontario. 127
Almost all of these claims have been filed under Canada's "Specific
Claims Policy." (This policy will be described in detail in the second
part of this paper, but in essence it addresses claims alleging that the
federal government owes an outstanding legal obligation in relation to
First Nation lands or assets). The great majority of these claims allege
that the federal government has failed to provide lands as required by
treaty, has taken reserve lands without a proper surrender, has failed to
live up to the terms of a reserve land surrender, has failed to protect
reserve lands (from flooding, for example) in violation of its fiduciary
duty, or has mismanaged First Nation trust funds. 128
Each of these claims alleges that the federal government violated
Canadian law, usually in its treaty or reserve land obligations, or in its
dealings with First Nation moneys. Also included among the claims
submitted to Canada are a number of claims alleging that certain lands
were never given up by treaty-that the First Nation still has aboriginal
title to the lands. One of the best known of these aboriginal title claims
in Ontario is the Algonquins of Golden Lake claim. This claim, which
was filed under the Specific Claims Policy in 1983, alleges that the First
Nation never surrendered its aboriginal title to some 3.4 million
hectares of land in the Ottawa valley.
Twenty-eight of the claims filed against Canada in Ontario, or more
than 10%, relate to Six Nations of the Grand River. Six Nations is the
most populous reserVe in Canada. Its reserve is now about one sixteenth
the size of its original allotment along the Grand River. As originally
filed, Six Nations' claims range from allegations that lands were sold
without surrenders, to failures to provide compensation for lands sold,
to misappropriations of funds. Six Nations has since recast its individual
127. See "Mini Summary", supra note 3.
128. For a brief description of each of these claims, prepared by the federal government,
see ibid.
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claims into a single demand for an accounting by the Crown as fiduciary
for all of its historic dealings with Six Nations assets. In the case of each
of the claims filed under the Specific Claims Policy the First Nation has
provided Canada with detailed historical research intended to support
the claim, as well as a statement of the legal grounds on which the claim
against Canada is based.
Figure 6: Status of Claims in Ontario l29
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(ii) The Nature of the Claims Filed Against the Province
About 118 land claims have been filed against the Ontario
government. no More than 30 claims allege that a First Nation has not
received its proper reserve entitlement under treaty (and thus that Ontario
has wrongly received First Nation lands). More than a dozen claims allege
that Ontario improperly permitted or caused the flooding and damage of
reserve lands through provincially-authorized water projects. At least six
claims assert that Ontario built highways across reserves, either without
proper legal authority or without paying adequate compensation. A
similar number of claims allege that reserve lands that were surrendered
for sale are now under Ontario's control and either have not been sold or
the proceeds have not been paid to the First Nation. Ontario has also
received several claims alleging unsurrendered aboriginal title to
traditional lands in the province. Included among these is the Algonquins
of Golden Lake claim described above.
Many of the claims filed against Ontario have also been filed against
the federal government. 131 Like the Algonquins of Golden Lake claim,
they allege that both the federal and provincial governments bear a legal
responsibility for resolving the claim. For example, both levels of
government may have participated in the events leading to the alleged
illegal taking of reserve lands. In other cases, it is alleged that the federal
government breached one of its legal duties to protect First Nation

130. These include some 30 claims currently before the courts and about 88 claims that

have been filed for negotiation. In addition to these formal claims, Ontario has received
for negotiation some 13 requests from First Nations that the province assist it to enlarge
its reserve. These include negotiations with the Lake Nipigon Ojibway, Michipicoten,
Pays Plat, Pic Mobert, Rocky Bay, Sand Point and Cat Lake First Nations, and six
Nishnawbe·Aski First Nations. These negotiations are not focused on resolving assertions
of legal rights, although in many cases Ontario's contributions to agreements in these
negotiations may take into account in any future formal land claims by the First Nation.
See "Negotiations", supra note 3.
131. It is impossible to state with certainty the number of the claims that overlap among
the claims listed for the federal and provincial governments. Insufficient information is
available about the names of the claims .under review or being litigated in Ontario to
compare them with the federal list of claims.
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lands, but that the province has unjustly benefited from this by
obtaining resources it was not entitled to receive.
Finally, it should be noted that the list of claims described above does
not include assertions by First Nations that current treaty harvesting
rights have not been honoured. Neither the federal nor the provincial
government has a formal process for considering such claims.
(iii) The Current Status of the Claims
Of the 263 land claims in Ontario received by the federal government
since 1973, twelve per cent (31 claims) are listed as settled.132 Another 28
have either been rejected on legal grounds, or the file has been closed.
One hundred and twenty seven claims are currently under review by
the federal government to determine their historical and legal basis,
while 24 are described as in negotiation. Forty-seven of the claims filed
in Ontario against the federal government, or 18% of the total, are
currently before the courts. Unresolved land claims therefore represent
a significant potential liability for the federal government: Canada's
Public Accounts indicate that its contingent liability for claims across
the country is more than $6 billion.133
The Ontario government established its first claims process in 1976.
Since then, out of some 116 formal land claims filed with Ontario, about
11 % (13 claims) have been settled. 134 Some 48 claims are currently being
reviewed by Ontario to determine if Ontario will agree to negotiate the

132. Another six claims are listed as having been "resolved through an administrative
remedy."
133. As of March 31, 2004, the federal Public Accounts estimated Canada's contingent liability
for Aboriginal title claims at more than $3.7 billion. See Receiver General for Canada, Public
Accounts ofCaruula, vol. 1 (Ottawa: Minister of Public Works and Government Services Canada,
2004), online: Library and Archives Canada < hnp:1I epe.lac-bac.gc.caI 100/20 1130 11
public_accounts_canl2004/v1pa04e.pdf>, at table 11.5. Canada's contingent liability for "Specific
Claims" (see discussion below) was estimated at an additional $2.6 billion as of March 31, 2001,
the latest date for which this liability appears to have been publicly estimated. See Indian and
Nonhem Affairs Canada and Canadian Polar Commission, Performance Report (Ottawa:
Minister of Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2001), online: <hnp://www.tbssct.gc.caIrmaldpr/0Q.01lINACOOdprlIN ACOOO 1dpr04_e.asp-SectionV-FinanciaiTabies> .
134. The settlements of two of these 13 claims await ratification by one or both panies.
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claims. Ontario is currently negotiating 11 claims, while about 30 land
claims filed against the province are before the courts. Most of the
remaining 14 claim files are described by Ontario as "inactive."135
The status of all current land claims filed in Ontario is shown in the
table below.
Table A: Status of Current Land Claims filed in Ontario
Ontario Land Claims received by the Federal Government since 1973
31
Settled
Rejected
19
Under review
127
In negotiation
24
47
Before the courts/third party administrative
processes
"Administrative" remedy
6
9
Closed
Total

263

Land Claims received by Ontario since 1976
Settled
Settlement A waiting Ratification
Inactive
Closed
Under review
In negotiation
Before the courts

11
2
12
2
48
11
30

Total

116

135. Personal communication with Alan Kary, Ontario Native Affairs Secretariat
(December 2004). The number of files that are inactive or dosed were listed on the
Ontario Native Affairs Secretariat website until December 2004.
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(iv) The Adequacy of Existing Claims Resolution Processes
The current land claims processes of the federal and provincial
governments will be analyzed in Pan II of this paper. However, even a
cursory review of the record since 1976 raises a number of imponant
questions about the priority given to settling land claims in Ontario and
the adequacy of existing claims resolution processes. Neither the federal
nor the provincial government has been able to settle even as many as oneseventh of the land claims filed against them since 1976. Such claims are
based on allegations that the government owes an outstanding legal
obligation to First Nations in this province, and it appears in most cases,
any such legal obligations are unlikely to be met in the near future. Nor
can it be said that the governments are making progress in reducing the
backlog of outstanding land claims against them. As I will show in Pan II
of this paper, the backlog of claims against each of the federal and
provincial governments has risen significantly over the past five years.
The second pan of this paper will note that the unresolved claims
against the province that are now under negotiation have spent an average
of 19.6 years in the provincial claims system. If aboriginal land and treaty
rights are an imponant pan of the legal and constitutional fabric of this
country, and if the cost and delay involved in taking each of those claims
to the Supreme Coun of Canada makes timely judicial recognition of
most of the outstanding land rights impractical, then a reasonable observer
might seek to examine the adequacy of existing non-judicial processes for
recognizing those rights. Why have the vast majority of claims not been
resolved under existing processes? Are those processes designed to be
timely? Do they offer guarantees of fairness and neutrality to both sides?
What dispute resolution mechanisms are available to resolve impasses?
What alternative mechanisms might be used to improve the record of the
current processes established by the governments?
Each of these questions will be examined in Pan II of this paper, which
will review the claims resolution processes currently in place, the
criticisms that have been made of those processes since they were
introduced, and the options that might be adopted in Ontario if we intend
to settle the question of outstanding aboriginal land rights in a timely and
fair manner.
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